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A finitely generated module M over a local ring R (with infinite residue field) is said to have 
finite virtual projective dimension, if the completion I? of R can be presented in the form Q/(x), 
where x is a regular sequence in the local ring Q, and the projective dimension of fi, viewed as 
a Q-module, is finite. It is known that if the Betti numbers of M are bounded, then the finiteness 
of its virtual projective dimension implies that its minimal free resolution eventually becomes 
periodic of period 2. The purpose of this note is to construct examples which show that the con- 
verse does not hold in general. 
1. Introduction 
In this note (R, m, k) denotes a noetherian local ring R with maximal ideal m and 
residue field k = R/m. If M is a finitely generated R-module, and 1F is its minimal 
R-free resolution, then the rank of F, is called the nth Betti number of M over R, 
and is denoted b:(M); it can also be defined as dim, Exts (M, k). 
If d>O is the smallest integer, for which there is a real number y>O, such that 
by I ynd- ’ holds for all large enough n, we say M has complexity d, and write 
cx,M=d; if no such d exists, set cxRM= 03. In order to define the virtual projec- 
tive dimension of M , vpdR M, we introduce the notation R for the m-adic comple- 
tion R^ of R, in case k is infinite; when k is finite, we set l?=(RIY],,,rrl~, where 
Y is an indeterminate; in either case, A?=l?@,M. A local ring (Q,n, k) is called a 
deformation of R, if there is a Q-regular sequence x, such that Z?= Q/(x); when 
(x) C n2, the deformation is called embedded. Now set vpd, M= minp {pdQ A.? / Q 
is an embedded deformation of d). 
The notions described in the preceding paragraph were introduced in [2], where 
it was proved that 
(*) vpd, M = depth R - depth M-t cxR M, 
provided the left-hand side is finite. Furthermore, in an early version of that paper 
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it was conjectured that equality holds always, i.e. that finite complexity implies 
finite virtual projective dimension. 
Our purpose here is to show this is not always the case, by means of Example 2.1. 
2. Example and remarks 
2.1. Example. Let k be a field of characteristic 22. Set R = k[X,,X2,X3,X4]/Z, 
where the Xi’s are indeterminates, and I is the ideal generated by the seven 
quadratic forms: 
Xl? X,X, -X32, x,x3-x2x4, x1x49 
x22+x3x4, x2x3, X4’. 
Denote by xi the image of Xi in R, and set 
M = R24(x,,~2), (x3,x4)). 
The R-module M is periodic of period 2, i.e. Mis isomorphic to its second syzygy, 
while the ring l? has no embedded deformation Q SC l?. 
In particular, cxR M= 1, and vpd, M = 03. 
2.2. Remarks. (i) Lofwall has noted that the preceding construction does not pro- 
duce an example in characteristic 2, and has proposed the following modification, 
which works over arbitrary fields: I is generated by the seven quadratic forms 
X12, X,X, -x,x,, -7,x2--% x,x3-x2x4, 
x,x4-x22, x,x4-x2x3, x,x,-x32; 
the R-module M has the same presentation as above. One treats this example by the 
same arguments as used in Section 3 below. 
(ii) If the ring R has rn2 = 0, then either dim, m I 1, R is a quotient of a discrete 
valuation ring and vpd, MI 1 holds trivially for every R-module M, or dim, m L 2 
and then every non-free M has exponentially growing Betti numbers. 
If the ring R has embedding dimension, edim R = dimkm/m2, less than or equal 
to 3, then it is proved in [2, (1.6)] that every R-module of finite complexity has finite 
virtual projective dimension. 
Thus, the ‘smallest’ k-algebra R, over which a module of finite complexity and in- 
finite virtual projective dimension can exist, has to be of the form k[X,, . . . ,X41/1, 
for an ideal I satisfying (Xi, .._ ,X4)3 c I c (X,, . . . ,X4)2. In this case, by [7, 
Theorem B and Proposition 3.91, Z has to be generated by seven quadratic forms. 
(iii) The module M has the minimal possible complexity, since cxR M= 0 means 
precisely that M has finite projective dimension over R, and then vpd, M= pdK M, 
cf. [2, (3.2.2)], so that in this case (*) holds and coincides with a well known formula 
of Auslander and Buchsbaum. 
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(iv) Set N= Horn&‘@ k), and give it the canonical R-module structure. One sees 
N is coperiodic of period 2, i.e. is isomorphic to the second cosyzygy in its minimal 
injective resolution. In particular, its Bass numbers &(N) = dim, Exts (k, M) are 
bounded (in fact constant, cf. Section 3 below), so that it has plexity 1 in the ter- 
minology of [2, (5.1)], but its virtual injective dimension (lot. cit.) is infinite. Thus, 
one sees that the equality 
vidR N = depth R + pxR N, 
established in [2, (5.2)] under the assumption that vid, N< 03, does not extend to 
arbitrary modules. Here again, the results of [3] show that both edim R and pxR N 
are the least possible for such an example. 
3. Proof 
Consider the endomorphisms v, and y of the R-module R2, which in the stand- 
ard basis are given respectively by the matrices 
We shall show the sequence 
(**I R2 +!f? R2 z R2 +t. R2 + . . . 
is exact; since Coker ~7 = M, this will turn out to be a minimal free resolution of M, 
thus showing it is periodic of period 2. 
That (**) is a complex follows from the equalities ~yy7=~y=(xix4-x2x,)idRz=0. 
In order to show exactness, note first R is graded (by setting degx;= l), and 
R,=O for j> 3 (i.e. rn3 =O). Consider now v, and I,U as endomorphisms of the 
graded k-space R2, and let pjj, and vyij denote their components, which map 
(R2)i to (R’)j. Obviously, v?ij= 0 = v/ij unless (i, j) is either (0,l) or (1,2), and 
rankk pal = 2 = rank, vol. Choose in RI (resp. in R2) the basis x1, x2, x3, x4 (resp. 
x,x2, xix,, x,x,), and use this to write down a basis for (R2), (resp. (R2)2). The 
matrices of p12 and w12 are particularly simple in these bases, and readily show that 
both maps have rank 6 if k is of characteristic # 2. Thus we have rank, v, = 8 = 
rankk ly, which in view of the equality dim,(R2) = 16 implies the complex (il;*) is 
exact. 
Next we turn to the proof that R has no nontrivial embedded deformations. First 
note that when k is infinite, one has l? = R, while for finite k it holds that f? = 
k(Y) Ok R. Thus we have to show that the rings constructed in Example 2.1 start- 
ing from an infinite field k do not admit embedded deformations Q a+ R. We shall 
do this by checking Ext;S(k, k) for central elements with respect to the algebra struc- 
ture defined by the Yoneda multiplication. 
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More precisely, recall that Extg(k, k) is the universal enveloping algebra of a grad- 
ed Lie algebra, n*(R), called the homotopy Lie algebra of R (cf., e.g. [l, Section 
11). If Q is an embedded deformation of R, then the canonical map n*(R) + n*(Q) 
is surjective, with kernel a (dim Q - dim R)-dimensional subspace of r2(R), con- 
sisting of central elements (cf. [2, (6.1)]). 
To prove our assertion on R we shall show that n2(R) contains no non-zero cen- 
tral elements. 
Since the socle of R is tn2, our example falls under the hypotheses of Lescot in 
[7, Theorem B]. Since R has a finitely generated module with bounded Betti 
numbers, this asserts that 
P;(t) = l/(1 -dim,R,t+dimkR2t2). 
From Lofwall’s thesis we know that this equality implies Extg(k, k) is generated as a 
k-algebra by Extk(k, k) z Hom,(m/m2, k) [8, Theorem 1.21, hence is a homomorphic 
image of the free associative algebra k(T,, T2, T,, T4). Furthermore, applying [8, 
Corollary 1.31, we can read off the generators of the kernel from the defining equa- 
tions of R: in our case, they are (T,T2+T2T,)+T;“, (T,T,+T,T,)+(T,T,+T,T,) 
and T22-(T3T4+T4T3). 
Returning to n*(R), we see this is a graded Lie algebra on four generators of 
degree 1: t,, t,, 1, and t4, subject to the degree 2 relations, [t,, t2] = -ti2), [tl,t3]= 
-tt2, t,l and t2 (2)= [t3, t,]: we use [, ] to denote Lie brackets, and ( )(2) for the 
quadratic operator defined on elements of odd degree (cf. [I, p. IS]). Consider the 
following elements, which obviously form a basis of x2(R): 
u1 = p; u2 = [I,, t21; u3 = ItI, t31; u4 = It13 t41; 
u5 = tt2,t31; u6 = [t3, f41; u7 = tp. 
A straightforward computation shows that a basis of x3(R) is given by 
ui = [t,,u;+,] for 15i56; 
u7 = it4, u21; US = [t4, u31. 
Let now t = CyE1 aiu, be a central element of n’(R). Then 0= [t,, t] = Cyz2 a,ui_, 
shows that t =qu,, and 0= [t2, t] = -a,o, brings us down to t =O, which was to be 
proved. 
4. Concluding comments 
(i) The center of r*(R) (for R as in (2)) is actually trivial, since by a result of 
Bogvad [4, Corollary, p. 1651 the non-trivial central elements could have been 
located in degree 2 only. 
(ii) For the ring and module of Example 2.1, Ext&W, k) is finitely generated over 
Exti(k, k), the module structure being that defined by Yoneda products. Indeed, a 
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direct computation shows that multiplication by (tr + f4) provides isomorphisms 
Exti (M, k) 5 Exti+ ‘(AI, k), for all n 2 0. This should be compared to the fact that 
over any R, vpd, N< 03 implies the finite generation of Exti(N,k) over a 
polynomial subalgebra of Extz(k,k), generated by finitely many central elements 
of degree 2: cf. [2, (6.1.2)] and the theorem of Gulliksen, reproduced in [2, (2.1)]. 
(iii) Clearly, the complex (**) does not arise from a matrix factorization, in the 
sense of Eisenbud [5, Section 51, of a non zero divisor x in a local ring Q, such that 
Q/(x) = R: to our knowledge, this is the first example of a minimal complex, which 
is periodic of period 2, but does not come from Eisenbud’s construction. 
In this connection, we also note that the second and third named authors have 
produced examples of periodic modules of (minimal) periods different from 2, and 
of non-periodic modules with bounded Betti numbers, thus providing counterex- 
amples to a conjecture of Eisenbud [5, p. 371. These constructions are given in [6]. 
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